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Interstellar Theme Park
Based on Alejandro Jodorowsky’s lost epic,Dune

I want whore-ships
And I want these whore-ships to dock in orbital flesh
I want ruby-throated ornithopters sipping the nectar of dwarf stars
I want Emperor Dali on a toilet throne of dolphins
I want drones that say Yes Daddy
I want H.R. Geiger mausoleums for the 27 Club
I want quasi-suspended animation (genital arousal optional)
I want a planet of toys
I want a jihad of joys
And a gulag of Karens
I want Rimbaudian grammar police
I want woke Stormy Daniels balloon rides
I want light-rail Stations of the Cross
I want Picasso’s pajamas 50% off in all emporia
I want Vibrators by Dre standard
I want Syd Barrett-era Pink Floyd to levitate the Tomorrowland Terrace
I want 50-foot Miley Cyrus mourning her Dead Petz on Dog Star Sirius
I want time itself to eddy and unhitch from its turntable of deception
I want Moon Juice cougars – see them jump-start adaptation, anointed with next-gen

Kardashian lips and hips
I want Fruity Pebbles vaccination bars, with stalactites nippling jelly babies, but

without the jingle-jangle crash
While we’re at it, I want fingers that are 17 trillion light-years long, probing asteroids

& healing hemorrhoids
I want Aristophanes’ tranny-globe beings, rolling around & layered with eyes – day

and night, without ceasing, they sing
Don’t forget: I want on-demand K-holes mouthing the words “now” & “wow,”

drooling and dripping with ahegao
I want rings, blue rings, and rings around rings of Berlin-blue orbs
Get me Stanley Kubrick, I want him to edit all humanity to grunts and symbols
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On gas-giant Neptune I want Hello Kitty to be Hell Kitty
I want fresh-baked hosts branded with the Holy Ghost
Oh, and I also want bio-feedback donuts that induce satori
I want 12 Lady Gagas to perform “Lady Madonna” – each one is pregnant and haloed

with 12 stars
I want drunk-surfing on a river of anti-gravity
And into this river I want a comet called Wormwood to crash with cold fire nightly

at 9
I want Kali the Destroyer decapitating Parvati from Survivor
I want to occupy octopi to learn their language of shape & texture
I want a sunken palace where the spirits of lost lovers murmur
I want thick, chewy anarchy in a candy-colored shell
I want to live-stream Apocalypse Dreams
I want universal chaos
I want the abyss

And, when the Singularity finally arrives, and dumb matter rises to gaze upon itself
and remember who it always was, I want everyone to defragmentize into their
star-child, co-mingle dimensions, and upload into each other’s arms
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Planet of Toys
for Bob Flanagan

When I was frozen the world was warm enough,
I couldn't swim but the seas were still metalized,
no way to go and no where to get to.
Then I requested my first weekend snow rabbit,
and the cranky elders called me forward.
"Steer clear of the southern domes," they intoned,
"Mister Machine keeps the city streets burning,
and will sooner eat you than heat you." But I was uncurious –
I had seen the bushes blaze communing
on my balcony at midnight, and now flew up
to the bluest hangnail moons the mountains touch.
But when Binky clanked dead on me one night
after the power caves were closed,
my only resort was a blood-red pillar
flaming near the black hemisphere.
I was magnetized, of course, long before I set my probes,
or got out the hooks and cables, long
before I landed, or caught the smell the ice makes
when antique cavities are seeping through the cracks,
or heard him hissing always around the next corner;
and by the time I climbed on top of him,
my headlights too clanked closed.
Then, Wammo! What a blast!
Trucks don't pop those balloons,
they're too big, colored bubbles making
worlds multiply, and mind-babies busting out instead—
"The end of all this mechanical foreplay," he concluded;
"No way," I said, "let's get on it again."
I was only fourteen, but I felt ages
of fire pulling up from the gyrations of insurgents
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to come; and now I'm warning all you cool girls, yeah,
you'll get wet at the bottom, but it feels good in the summer.
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I Lived on a Demon-Sized Planet
‘Like what the fuck else we gon do?’ –Michelle T. Clinton

It was designed for the smaller but more virulent demons. We found it easy to speed
around on little demon scooters, and everyone knew each other’s diminutive demon
names.

I had a job staging plays with demons and angels. In one play, an elongated demon
crushed an angel-sized city with her spike heels. Angry angels ran screaming from tiny
buildings.

Best of all were the demon-sized lovers, slim enough to fit inside my demon-sized
heart. And yet our emotions were quite large.

Recently, at night, these lovers have returned to me, visiting my regular-sized planet.
We re-enact dramas just for each other. Deep in the final scenes, time transmutes into
music. One note at a time – out of time – yet smudged together, as lovers smudge
with me into one.

Though our planet was small, our emotions never stopped expanding. For a few,
unfortunately, the planet became too tiny. They were smudged away.

Love was the biggest emotion. We created the plays to hold our growing feelings. So
we could stare at them, and try to understand them.

What the fuck else could we do? Our hearts were too small to hold all that love.
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The Caveman Won’t Leave You Alone
Based on a line by Roky Erickson

I have always been here before,
Buried in the backyard of my life,
where no Snarol nor Weed-B-Gone can disgorge
the lusty homunculus, root-legged & ash-bearded,
a grubby, G-spot Antifa liberating sunken obelisks.

Like Wagner’s excitable sex-dwarf, he mines
vaginal memory, licks his chops over
gems in chasms that can’t be spent above ground,
and plows red clay to coin an older currency –
a Golden Age of pantheistic spasms.

Hey, remember when you wormed your way to the topsoil
and projected squirt-porn upon Stonehenge,
flickering like a Playdough allegory?
Oh, how we hopped from top to top of monstrous dominoes
as each wobbled, toppled… then resurrected!

And like Lazarus holed-up in some laissez-faire Lascaux,
I won’t be lazy when you roll that rock
or jackhammer a vibrator shock. That’s how
Lucifer 2.0 freaked the Bejesus out of Betty Rubble,
and raised Pandemonium in reverse gravity.
“Wow, that’s underground,” we said back then,
tagging trademarks on the walls
of womb-shaped shrines. And man, did we dig it!

With such magic ancestors, you’ll never be lonely:
Old Granddad was the Wizard of Ozymandias,
and one grumpy spelunker.
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So I tipped his tombstone the night
You and I boozed it up in the boneyard.
Legend has it we enacted necrophilia on a rotting crypt.
“In Memory of Elizabeth Reed,” read the engraving.

And those Sea Scrolls down south? They’re no more dead,
my dear, than the tongues that roll around your mouth.

Delving through valleys of fecundity,
we tunneled to some mental Ming Dynasty,
where analog edibles dangle, magneted by her ooze.

Now that was a cave most moist and delicious!
I shoveled in. My chin glistened.
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Hollywood Forever Cemetery Tour Guide
for Karie Bible

Yes, gravestones too,
like the roses around them,
fade, crumble and decay,
even those of “forever” celebrities.
But at least these stars
are privileged with a second life
in the firmament of fame
until the day their last fan dies.
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The Gospel of Elon
for Jerome Sala

“There is an ancient tradition of enmity between the fallen angels and Adam, and
even more archaic rivalry between good angels and the first man.”
--Harold Bloom, Omens of Millennium

The original Adam was as large as City Hall.
He wore a garment of emeralds projected
On brushed titanium, with Frank Gehry petals
Peeling like shards of the firmament,
Flowing folds of overpasses, and 80s
Shoulder pads in planetary sizes.
He was born of Barbelo,
The mother-father emanation of pure spirit.
They dispersed fungible funds of energy and equity
To stitch bone, sinew, flesh, marrow,
Blood and skin too vast to fail or many to count.
Striding the earth, he gorged on
orgasms distilled, fetishes fulfilled.

And yet, huge as he was, good-old Adam
Was governed by the Big Guy’s
Hand-picked Angels, and the vast
Scope and uncontrollable urges
Of this giant freaked them out with envy.
So they withered Man into his own skin,
Shoved him full of benzos and frizzed
His fiery hair into an undiagnosable rash.

These Angels were Yahweh’s yes-men
Who released their stress in the flesh of daughters.
The most pneumatic super-heroines
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From Vivid Pictures they would spirit away,
Collared in the celestial bounce-house,
Its blue-tinted dome, floated and
Inflated with a clean-burning
Composite of silicone and Cialis.

As cephalopods may assume any color or shape
To communicate, these horndog Seraphim
And Cherubim likewise played X-ray
Games of I-See-What-You-Mean,
Suiting-up in luscious holes and astral
Protuberances, coiling and coupling
Among the stars, alternately
Male, female, both and neither,
Switch-hitting as they pleased.

BTW, from this mating the Angels bred
Their own race of giant sons and daughters.
Young Titans with monstrous appetites,
They devoured all that nurtures growth:
Microprocessors, organic produce, stadia,
Water rights and trade deals.
Still others of these Giants manifested
As athletes. Such Tigers and Serenas
Exceled immeasurably, then reflected,
Meditated, read Deepak and remixed Tupac.
And so doing, they refined their zones of fire
To pure endorsements, and became free.

As for the Angels, they burned up an eternity
Of fat salaries paid in pleasure –
All write-offable but jarred by summoning
To the Top Floor. Here Yahweh, throned
Like a developer behind a desk larger
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Than Orange County, his every master-plan
A correction of the one that came before,
Beheld his winged underlings
Nod at every dumb idea.

And so then what happened is,
One fed-up archangel-crat
Cast himself as a rebel in leather,
Cashed-in his F.U. chips and went freelance,
Damning himself to the fickle glory of consulting.

Yes, it was Metatron, the greatest of Angels,
with 36 pairs of wings and eyes immeasurable,
Cleansed by the fervor of direct knowledge of ideas
Into a wizard of names, logos and marks.
A great maker of positioning statements,
A Platonic genie of brands,
A demiurge of urges,
Metatron was also called Enoch,
The Lesser Yahweh, Yaldabaoth
Verizon, Celebrex, Alcatel,
Lucent and 700 other titles.
From ever-compressing lithium-ion
Batteries of racial memory he forged
Fierce emblems, fantasies rampant with
Redundancy and raging metastatically.

And yeah, sure, the Almighty Chairman
Continued to milk his top-down holdings.
But now the angel Metatron
Woke-up the Adam nodding inside,
Thrust awareness back into flesh,
And, no longer constrained by org charts
Or restrictions against eating shellfish,
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Jetted among the spheres at will
To reconfigure assets from the
Splinters of heavens within.

So it was he who horizontalized the globe.
It was he who tattooed the nurseries
And rotated his product for the lens
And dictated the cover art
And hallmarked the national parks
And hieroglyphed the inner eyelid
And cornered unborn alphabets
And spiked the formulas
And backward-masked kitchen-table budget talks
And reported web hits to motherships
And cross-promoted in the pews
And confused with fake news
And tapped code on the uterus walls
And scrolled credits in the exit-song of dreams.

He wound-up the start-ups and downgraded the bonds,
Hinged personal wins on mutual ruin,
Raped yearnings with earnings,
Upzoned atmospheres and microwaved glaciers,
Comforted with amnesia and terrorized with memory.

So babies rapped their ABCs in Disney beds,
The Nike swoosh was tongued above each head,
And every mouth remembered what ancient angels said.
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Yahweh or the Highway

"I am God. And there are no other gods but Me," he thundered.
But if there were no other gods, why was he so damn jealous?
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Old Testament Role Reversal

Job’s lot was Lot’s job
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Non-Binary

They say there are
2 kinds of people:
People who divide people
into 2 kinds of people,
and people who don’t.

Put me in that group.
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Shit-Lit

I invented YOLO, then I got Me-Too’d.
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Totalogy

Sometimes fate is inevitable
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Doctrine of Plenitude*

I am able to understand my confusion.
I was sitting purposeless, I was distracted
by the dressing of limbs, the parting of lips, I drew
another virile demon or ethereal goddess
from a blank dark: sweat beads on the neck,
down the butt crack, the eyes vacant,
open a slit, a quick gasp, and our biological
priest has mounted his pulpit another time.
And what a majestic pulpit it is! I could
see the gilded ceiling of the cathedral reflecting
beams of light through a part in the curtain. Recalling
that light, I saw there was no need to go
outside of myself. Wanting nothing for use,
needing nothing for replenishment, it was not on account
of desire nor constraint that I ended this black sacrament.

The mind of some great architect might
have conceived ten thousand other possible
worlds than this. But this is the best world
for the purpose that I have in mind. There
is a face I want to see and see. There
are those hips my hands would cup around and lift
and spin. There is my chamber turning past
midnight again, as the walls spin out
and the stars zoom down and the flesh burns up.
The sky is inside this person's skin, clouds
swell warm beneath my fingers and there is
a pullulating stretch under my skull,
a hot series of thoughts—this breathes
ancient light from the planets when they quake on the horizon.
I can diagnose the groans of the biggest
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machine. The ocean's growl articulates a song
that I've been humming.

I am the sire inseminating
not from urge but momentum. I incorporate
myself worldwide and centralize the bread
and wine: Everyone partakes and everyone is free
beneath me. If I enter us into war without explicit
declaration, I act in our name, just as the infected
blood of father may pass on to a son
with a weakened intellect and will. The law of instinct
determines a rigorous end.

I had foreseen
all of this. And when I leave I
shall take with me the spurt of energy
that flung out orbits, threw broad beams
across the vault, installed the lamps and switches.
And when I leave I shall liqudate my conglomerates:
My weapons factories will explode, my reactors
fuse, my drills and tankers will release
their crude. I’ll get fed up with myself.
I will want my money back. I
will eat the indistinct elements, and,
in a big flash, body is heaven.

* As traced by historian of ideas Arthur Lovejoy, the Doctrine of Plenitude states that the universe
contains all possible forms of existence.
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Gnostic Remix

Immortality is but ubiquity in time.

She is an infinite realm whose dimensions no angelic generation can see and where the
invisible spiritualizes bodies.

In the Gospel of Judas, under the name Nebro (which means rebel), Yaldabaoth
engendered Adam and Eve and inadvertently gave humanity fleshly vestiges of the
heavens within him, a proprioception* of the divine above.

My Gnostic act of gnosis was the awakening toward awareness of the celestial shards
inside.

Who really created Adam?

After God fashioned me out of the earth, along with your mother Eve, I went to bout
with others in the glory of the eternal realm we came from. We were superior to the
God who gave us shape.

Split into emanations of the spirit above, she lost the knowledge of her own divinity.
The inception of corporeal desire is the moment when he and Eve lost the power of
eternal knowledge. And become mortal.

The whole population of fleshly beings would wallow in the flood. A Demiurge who
lost touch with his heavenly blood.

*Proprioception: the awareness of the position and movement of the body.
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Smogman Laments His Task

Oh, for a voice like hurricanes, and a tongue to whip
the crawling creatures off the earth, then
I could end this mess. But my influence extends only so far—
so I stretch the webs of smoke above
the cities, even as I snap them striding
through; so I pump the workers' muscles in the mills,
but feed them gaudy paper on the weekend,
bloating them to work it off again;
and so I straggle muttering through the downtown districts
and growling engines of production in the suburbs.

Consumers complain that I was a former Cadillac
dealer, heads of industry that I would regulate
to death, politicians that I was a conservative in an age
of affluence—and I am the biggest man in town!
But still my hands are tied behind me, even
as I hack away at hills behind the bedrooms.
Just feel these hands! These hands were hamburger meat
when I pulled a thousand ropes in shipyards,
these hands dripped cancerous sewage when I rescued drunken
swimmers from the bay, these hands were bloody
stubs when I dug the streets for them to drive on.
Scarred face of bulldozed mountains, flesh corroded
to the bone, skin scaling, itching, burning in a golden bowl of sweat.

I have heard there is a gate of teeth,
which those who pass see as the mouth of a huge
brown monster, ravenous again after their regurgitation.
I have heard that these freeways are his entrails, these fumes
the stuff that gives him gas-pains, these heaped-up steel
constructions burning ulcers in his side.
Well, I have been chewed-up and spat-out for ages
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on end, and I have never seen this beast.
But I am bound and blind, and I thrash about
Madly as if in a dream where monkeys poke
At me inside a gunny sack. I know
That if just once someone would wipe these stinging
Poisons from my eyes, I would see
What the outside of this thing looks like, and I would have to grab
One of these smokestacks or TV towers, stab that monster
In the stomach, loosening its gleaming oily guts
And set free forever even those who mock me as I struggle now.
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Ekphrastic Movie Reviews

GEORGE BAILEY AS SATAN

He wants to live again:
Not in Bedford Falls,
where he resents his own virtue,
but in his act-three freak-out,
where (finally) he gets to travel…
all the way to a proto Twilight Zone,
jazzed with dancehall skanks,
“Dies Irae” organ swells
and bug-eyed desire.

Weird: Only when he’s unborn
is he most defiantly alive.

It’s like what Blake says about Milton:
He is of the devil’s party without knowing it.
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BAD BRAINS*

Expressionoid angles shadow Dr Pretorius,
who grows sexed-up golems with OG alchemy.
But his pupil, Baron von Frankie, plays
Science God instead… with light: “The
glorious ray that breathed life into the world !!!!!”

Works great! But wait: The creature
is diseased and must be appeased.
Too bad Mary Wollstonecraft
left no further instructions.
She was busy inventing Goth.

So the anima is a must as our
degenerate Jungian mate-makers
generate a test-tube hottie
for the malicious hunk to bang.

Dang! If only Fritz hadn’t smashed
the “good” cerebellum to bits.
Miscreant minds, like Abby Normal’s,
make even worse monsters,

as in “Bad Brain” by The Ramones,
who invented Punk.

*The movies are Bride of Frankenstein and Young Frankenstein (Abby Normal).
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ANDY WARHOL’S FRANKENSTEIN

Acker’s Law of Archetypes turns Goth to Goof.
By the 70s the Baron has 2 children with his sister,
the kids are Wednesday & Pugsley Addams,
and Igor is Nigel Tufnel from Spinal Tap.

Morrissey (not the Smiths) directs:
• Incel incest
• 3D bolt-ons
• Monstrophilia plus Cronenbergian wound-sex
• Distended bladders
• Führersploitation to a Lohengrin loop
• Roma necropolis w/ green-screen Klimt
• A race of Skelter slaves
• Hi-Klass warfare
• ASMR martyrdom
• Whole lotta stigmata
• MacBeth body count

The monster bride is a Factory-fresh Nico-alike,

while Joe Dallesandro sticks to his Brooklynese.

Andy’s job was to go to the parties.
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TIPPI HEDREN’S TALONS
for David Trinidad

Plague-like and airborne,
“Angry Nature” swarms
to peck and claw civilization
to ruins – but not before
haughty Tippi Hedren
wards-off the harpies
with her blood-red
lacquer tips (and matching
lips), poison-ivy suit,
a Valkyrie helmet of hair,
and about 17 cigarettes.


